Relation of exercise-induced physiologic S-T segment depression to R wave amplitude in normal subjects.
Exercise electrocardiography was performed in 100 asymptomatic male volunteers with a mean age of 42.6 years. The R wave and total RS amplitude and the magnitude of physiologic S-T segment depression at the J junction were quantitated for a modified bipolar CC5 lead and a vertically oriented bipolar lead (VL) using computer-averaged groups of 25 consecutive QRS complexes from each of seven stages of rest and exercise. Computer-generated X-Y plots were used to examine the correlations between the magnitude of S-T depression and the R wave and total RS amplitudes. The magnitude of S-T depression and of the R wave amplitude were unrelated at standing rest but showed increasing correlation with progressive increases in exercise heart rate (correlation coefficient = 0.425, p < 0.00001 at maximal exercise). The total RS amplitude was also related to the magnitude of S-T depression during exercise, but the correlations did not improve progressively with increases in exercise heart rate. The magnitude of S-T depression was more closely related to R wave amplitude and total RS amplitude in the vertically oriented lead than in the CC5 lead. These data demonstrate a significant relation between the magnitude of R wave and total RS amplitudes and the magnitude of physiologic S-T segment depression in normal subjects during exercise. They suggest the need for evaluation of S-T depression corrected for R wave amplitude in an attempt to improve the diagnostic accuracy of the exercise electrocardiogram. The data also suggest that the criteria for abnormal S-T depression should take into consideration the different R wave voltages reflected by different types of recording leads.